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• Quality of education

• Every child has the fundamental right to quality education – one 
that helps them acquire basic literacy and numeracy, enjoy 

learning without fear, and feel valued and included, irrespective of 
where they come from.

•



Accelerating Digital Transformation
on Educational Sector

• MobiTech • Infused SDCM • Cybergogy • 5IR 

• Remote Teaching

• Virtual Classroom

• Distance Education

• ICT Culture

• Redesign Curriculum

• Injected technology

• Infused Hybrid/ 

Blended Environment

• Quantum Learning

• Quantum Teaching

• Quantum Technology

• Mobilized e-learning

• Mobile learning is being digital 
support

• Accelerated Learning

• Pedagogy

• Technology

• Metacognitive Skill 

(knowing how to 

learn)

• Freedom to Learn

• The fifth Industry

Revolution (5IR)

• Embraces the notion of

harmonious human-

machine collaboration

• Encouraging students to

make informed, ethical

decisions without losing

sight of the overall

picture

• Injected AI in Education

• Facilitate students and 

parents 

• Staff  have access their 

own digital technology  

• Education will be Profoundly 

transformed by AI 

(UNESCO)

• Teaching tools, ways of  

learning, access to 

knowledge and teacher 

training will be revolutionized 

(UNESCO, 2019)

• AI tools are software that 

students use to learn (Baker 

and Smith, 2019)



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
AND 21ST CENTURY SKILL



Why we do Need 21 
Century Skills?

Instructional Designs
Aggregated into Blended
Learning
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Why we do Need 21 Century Skills?



Meaning of  21st Century Skills 

The term 21th century skills refer to the broad set of  knowledge, skills, work habits and 
character trait that  are believed by educators, school reformers, college, professor, employer 
sand others-to be critically important to success in todays world.

In simple terms, 21st Century Skills refer to the skills that are required to enable an
individual to face the challenges of the 21st century world that is globally-active, digitally
transforming, collaboratively moving forward, creatively progressing, seeking competent
human-resource and quick in adopting changes

With the onset of the 21st century, the entire world has witnessed an era of intense
transformation in all areas, whether it is education, global trade and economy, technology or
society. Recently, the covid-19 pandemic is also throwing up challenges for an individual to cope



An easy way to understand and remember 
the classification is

2tth Century skills

Learning skills Literacy Skills Life Skills

5C:

Communication

Collaboration

Critical Thinking 

Creative

Computational Thinking

Information Literacy

Media Literacy

Technology Literacy

FLIPS

Flexibility and Adaptability, 

Leadership and responsibility, 

Initiative and self  direction and 

Cross cultural Interaction 



We need 21st Century Skills because: 
• Learning is complete and holistic only when a student is able to effectively perform and fulfil

his/her responsibilities and duties towards self, school, family, society and above all, the nation.
The goal is to enable today’s student to be a good citizen and a responsible human-being who is
well-aware of his potential and competence

• Simply teaching to test or learning for exams is not going to help a student face everyday life
situations. 21st Century Skills are key to the empowerment of Children and adolescents to deal
with the issues and concerns related to their life. They experience a number of feelings, many of
which are related to their growth and development from childhood to adolescence and beyond.

• Today, because of rapid economic and social change, schools have to prepare students for jobs
that have not yet been created, technologies that have not yet been invented and problems that
we don't yet know will arise.”



The mutual connectedness of  Core Life Skills and other components of  the 
21st Century Skills for the development of  an individual’s self  at various age-

levels



Educators indicated that 
incorporating 21st century skills 
into the teaching of  core content 
has a positive impact on student 

learning and engagement.

Intentional integration of  21st 
century skills involves backward 

planning and taking students’ 
interests into consideration

Academic:  

1. communication clarity, focus and consideration of
audience

2. Demonstrate the ability to solve problem using
HoTs reasoning skills

3. Utilize technology as resource to foster
creativity enhance communication, increase
productivity and access and analyze information

Social: Collaboration and 
demonstrate adaptability .

Educators provide opportunities 
for students to apply their 

knowledge and skills in real 
world situations

21st century skills are assessed 
at the classroom level

CIVIC: Participate as a member of  a 
local, global  and digital society

Integrating 21st Century Skills Into Teaching 

and Learning



Five key 21st century skills and behaviors 
that teachers need to think

Learning is no 
longer a solo 

activity

The teacher is no 
longer the only 
person teaching

Learning is no 
longer passive

Books are just 
the start

Teaching 
extends beyond 
the classroom



Find and evaluate authentic web based content.

Use social media for professional development and basic ICT skills

Using software to support critical thinking (March, n.d).

The ability to use digital technologies to effectively 
communicate information.

Use file-sharing tools to share documents and files with students 
online.

Creating and posting key course documents online (march, n.d).

The ability to teach using multimodal composing 
(Miller & McVee, 2013).



Remote learning was conducted via Zoom or Google Classroom
to deliver class materials to students, while home visits and
classroom meetings were held once a week, for when students
had to complete school exercises.

Certainly, hybrid learning would require teachers to go 
the extra mile. In addition to preparing learning 
materials, they would need to arrange online and offline 
learning schedules as well as convince parents to allow 
their children to attend classes in person once a week.

With the right solution, teachers can instruct remote and in-
class students simultaneously, see online students’ reactions in 
real time, answer questions and ensure every student feels like 
they are in the same classroom,”



Instructional Designs Aggregated into 
Blended Learning



Choices of  Instructional Designs

Learning Theory

Constructivism

Instructional Theory

ASSURE
Instructional Design

Gagne

Blended Learning

eLearning

My learning Strategy



Assure Model

• The Assure model was develop by Henich and Molenda in 1999. It is a well known instructional
design guide using constructivist perspective which intergrated multimedia and technology to
enhance the learning environment

• The Assure model is an ISD (Instructional Systems Design) Process that was modified to be
used by teacher in the regular classroom. The ISD process is one in which teachers and trainers
can use to design and develop the most appriopriate learning environment for their students.
You can use this process in writing your lesson plan and improving teaching and learning.

• Incorporates Robert Gagne’s events of  Instruction to ASSURE for effective use 
of  media in instruction



nalyze learners

Who is the audience?

➢General characteristics

➢Entire Competencies
➢Learning Styles

tate objectives

What do students need to learn?
➢Learning Outcome Assessment

➢Course Rubrics

▪ Skill/concept

▪ Proficiency/accuracy

▪ Conditions of performance

elect methods media, materials

What do instructors need to use for face to 

face, hybrid and online teaching?

➢Select Instruction materials

➢Produce new materials
➢Repurpose existing materials

Semester before

tilize media materials
How do instructors use the materials?

➢Preview materials

➢Prepare environment

➢Provide instruction

equire learner participation

Students will actively engage 

in:

➢Discussion

➢Small group activities

➢Formative assessment

End of Semester

valuate & revise

What works? What doesn't?

Summative evaluation of:

▪ Instructional delivery

▪ Media and materials

Revise to improve student

outcomes.
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Agenda 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit phasellus auctor efficitur.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit phasellus auctor efficitur.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit phasellus auctor efficitur.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit phasellus auctor efficitur.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit phasellus auctor efficitur.



1. Gain attention of the students

2. Inform students of the objectives
3. Stimulate recall of prior learning.
4. Present the content
5. Provide learning guidance
6. Elicit performance (practice)
7. Provide feedback
8.Assess performance.
9. Enhance retention and transfer
knowledge

1. Remembering 

2. Understanding

3.Applying

4. Analyzing

5. Evaluating

6. Creating

Constructivist

(Students 
Centre)

Nine events of  
instruction

(Activity/ 
process)

Jean 
Piaget & 

John 
Dewey

Bloom

Gagne

Bloom’s 
Taxonomy 

(Learning 
oucomes)

Constructivist Theory

1. Interactive learning environment

2. The learner more active in the creation of  
meaning and knowledge

3. Students center approach



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Phasellus 
auctor efficitur dui et facilisis. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique 
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Etiam 
molestie in quam ac viverra. Cras consequat gravida aliquam. 
Maecenas cursus eleifend risus, in vulputate velit imperdiet non. 
Aenean tincidunt euismod ultricies. Fusce tempor dui ipsum, nec 
ultricies ante eleifend vel curabitur.
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Education By Entertaining Concept

Constructivism 
and 

Connectivism

Cognitivism

Behaviourist
1920. Stimulus 

Response 

Educational 
Computer Games 

1970s 

Robert Heyman
from American 

National Geography 
Academic Union

• The most widely used theories of cognitivism in education are based on Bloom’s
taxonomies of learning three important domains of learning – Cognitive
(thinking) – Affective (feeling) – Psycho-motor (doing) Cognitivist approaches to
teaching.

• Constructivists believe that learning is a constantly dynamic process

• Constructivist’ teachers place a strong emphasis on learners developing personal
meaning through reflection, analysis and the gradual building of layers or depths of
knowledge through conscious and ongoing mental processing

• Connectivism. Teachers help learners construct their own personal
learning environments that enable them to connect to ‘successful’
networks. (Siemens 2004)





An Investigating Human-
Computer Interaction in 

Classroom





Your students are not like you. Accept it. Teach differently





Human-computer interaction is about planning, evaluating, and implementing
collaborative computer devices for social use, as well as how they work, how
they work together, and how people interact with them. It can also mean
making or designing computer systems that help people or people do things
quickly, effectively, and safely

Artificial intelligence was envisioned as a virtual tool for use in the ELLA project. Its can
respond to speech that is not pre-planned and this is a reflection of the ability to
communicate in multiple languages (Canagarajah, 2017) and multiple media (Hawkins,
2018) aspects of human communication and linguistic practices (a) discussing and reflecting
on topics that are viewed as socially meaningful, as well as (b) recognizing the learner's
position in the discourse

Using virtual reality gadgets and avatars for EFL learning has been shown to have
positive benefits on primary school children,. Utilizing virtual reality to teach English
as a second language (EFL) was shown to be more effective than using gaming devices
or traditional methods, according to the results of the study. However, there may be
significant downsides and hurdles to overcome while employing virtual reality in the
classroom.

HCI







RALL (Robot Assisted Language Learning)



Humanoid robots 
the future 
education

According to Martin Hamilton [1] (Jisc’s [2] resident 
futurologist), the technology could boost a teacher’s 
potential both in schools and in higher education.

Seldon believes that this type of new technology (such as the introduction of
robot assistants and artificial intelligence [3] in education) will help in
developing a personalized study programme for each student and, in turn,
students will benefit more from the classes, attaining attention levels close to
100% instead of the current levels of 20-25%. I

[4] (Seldon, 2018), he assesses the future impact of AI in
education. Up until now, the prediction that all jobs may be
replaced by intelligent robots in the near future had not gained
any major traction in those professions in which personal
interaction is an important factor.

However, this is starting to change. Education is
already starting to feel the impact, with the use of
data to simulate student behavior and develop
intelligent tutoring systems.

Although there are already many different robotic devices that
teach students to learn different subjects and tasks (from
mechanical arms for engineers to simulators), we will focus on
how robots are entering classrooms to teach a variety of subjects,
from languages (native or foreign languages) to social skills.



Robot Lecturer



Table 1. Cognitive and Human Behavior Aspect
In this study used the cognitive behavior aspect adopted from 

Venkata Achyuth Rao, S., Kumar, S., & Acharyulu, G. V. R. K. 
(2021) and Zhang, P., & Galletta, D. F. (2006).

Cognitive Behavior aspect Human Behavior

Responsiveness and closeness of  the 

group's participants

Cognition level Emotion Level

There is a strong interdependence, as 

well as necessary interactions and 

interrelations, in the integration;

Cognitive style 

Perception, Attention 

Memory, Knowledge 

Mental models 

Learning, Error Info-

seeking behavior 

Productivity 

Performance

Affectivity Intrinsic motivation 

Extrinsic Motivation Fear, 

anxiety Excited/bored 

Happy/sad Satisfaction 

Flow/engagementTheir feedback is used to an internal 

abstractive complex coherence;

Inability to accurately measure or 

forecast the delayed behavioral 

responses among the various groups.



Table 2. The elements of critical thinking
Adopt from: Miri, B., David, B. C., & Uri, Z. (2007).

CT Components

Evaluate the 

Information

Trust Seeking 1. Encouraging open ended class discussions

2. Ask question and seek for their own 

solutions
CT-Self Confidence

Open Minded 1. Fostering Inquiry-Oriented Experiment

2. Learn in cooperation and share knowledge

Maturity 1. Dealing with relevant/day by day situations

2. Dealing in class with real world cases



0

10
20
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40
50

60

70

My
motivation

to learn
English is

Increased by
VR Platform

It's easy for
me to tell

English
stories.

The VR
platform
makes it

easy for me
to discuss it

with my
team.

It's easy to
understand

the
materials.

The Usefulness of VR platform

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

The VR Platform added value in general for
my English learning.

English materials based The VR platform
influences the way of learning English.

I am confident in my ability to engage in
interactive activities.

ELT through the VR platform increases my
performance.

VR and Behavior

Neutral Agree Strongly gree

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

The VR its required to carry out
and complete learning activity

I feel happy interacting.

The VR platform helps me create
my digital script conversation.

The VR platform increased my
imagination of the real world.

Human Computer Interaction

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

The VR Platform gives me a memorable learning 

experience in learning English in the form of
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I'm very happy to
meet my AI friend

I motivated to
learn English using

AI friends.

AI applications is
one of  smart
educational
systems for

teaching English,

I felt AI strategies
augment my
attention and

motivation levels
in the language

teaching process.

Students Perceptions in Learning English Through AI

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

0 20 40 60

I felt it was appropriate to
practice my English with
Mitsuku, my AI friend.

I felt it was appropriate to
practice my English with
Replika, my AI friend.

My AI as a modern tool helps
me solve problems of

language learning, especially
vocabulary and grammar.

My AI, as a modern tool,
assists me in mastering the

English language and gaining
confidence in it.

Increase Self-Confidence in English

Column1 Strongly Disagree Disagree

Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Employment of AI applications helps me
to recognize spoken words correctly.

Using Automatic Speech Recognition
techniques to learn correct pronunciation

Using Text-to-Speech techniques with my
AI friends helps me train to understand

the conversation.

How AI Help Me

Column1 Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree



A total 453 nonnative English students
were playing with their AI friends and
replied to the questionnaire as a sample of
this study. The use of artificial intelligence
can help achieve learning goals because,
with this medium, students in a class do
not only listen to explanations from the
lecturer but are invited to think creatively
and innovatively. 0

10
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40

50

60

I'm very happy to meet
my AI friend

I motivated to learn
English using AI friends.

AI applications is one of
smart educational

systems for teaching
English,

I felt AI strategies
augment my attention

and motivation levels in
the language teaching

process.

Students Perceptions in Learning English Through AI

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree



Step 1. observation

Step 2. Finding Problems

Step 3. Analyzing the 

problem
Step 4. Grouping

Step 5. Practices

Step 6. 

Interaction with AI
Step 7. Conclusion

Step 8. Evaluation

The first syntactic process is to observe a video containing material 

about self-introduction. The material is contained in audio-visual 

form (based on YouTube content), 

2nd step students are able to determine the elements of self-

introduction contained in the YouTube content that will be

discussed.

The third step is analyzing the problem, breaking down the

content based on the material or problem that has been presented,

which aims to enable students to identify and analyze the

elements of self-introduction and information obtained from the

video

The fourth step is grouping. The lecturer directs students to form

groups according to their respective perspectives, then installs the

AI friend link that has been shared in the WhatsApp group

The fifth step is to with their AI friends, presenting their

experiences and obstacles when interacting with their AI friends.

The sixth step is to interact simultaneously with the shared AI

friends. This step aims to ensure students are able to express

opinions and information obtained from problems with AI

applications

The seventh step is the formulation of conclusions, carried out by 

formulating questions 

The eighth step is to provide an evaluation at the end of the lesson

guided by the lecturer. Evaluation is given at the end of the lesson,

which is to provide a comprehensive picture of what students have

learned, determine the level of student achievement, and assess the

success of the teacher in the teaching and learning process



INTERPRET



Analyze







Artificial Intelligence in the Classroom





https://www.hindawi.com/journals/edri/2022
/6468995/
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